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Executive Summary 

Some webcasters, led by Pandora Media, argue that the royalties they pay for sound recording 
performance rights – i.e., recorded music – are too high, making it impossible for them to earn a 
profit and discouraging the growth of Internet radio.  In support of their case, they point out that 
more than half of Pandora’s revenues go to pay royalties; and, they contend that Pandora’s 
failure to earn a profit proves that royalties need to be lowered in order for Internet radio to 
flourish. 

This paper explains why both arguments are entirely specious.  There is nothing unfair, onerous, 
uneconomic or surprising about the fact that “retailers” like Pandora – companies that take goods 
made by others and sell them to consumers – pass through much of their revenue to people who 
make the goods in the first place (in this case, music creators).  Similarly, Pandora’s decision to 
forego short-run profits in order to build a larger listener base – a common business strategy, 
especially for Internet-based companies – does not entitle it to a subsidy in the form of  
preferential royalty rates. 

The following facts should be kept in mind when assessing the debate over webcaster royalties:  

 Pandora pays less for the content it buys (measured as a percentage of revenue) than 
many categories of major retailers pay for the products they purchase and resell to 
customers. 

 In particular, measured as a proportion of revenues, several major “online” retailers, 
including 1-800 Flowers, Netflix, and Overstock.com, and “brick-and-mortar” retailers, 
like Best Buy and WalMart, pay about as much as or more than Pandora for the products 
they purchase from others and resell to consumers.  

 Two of Pandora’s major competitors, Spotify and iTunes, each pay more in royalties (70 
percent of revenues) than does Pandora (about 60 percent). 

 Pandora’s initial investors, including venture capital firms and Pandora’s executives, 
have already realized hundreds of millions of dollars in profits since the company’s 2011 
Initial Public Offering. 

 Pandora’s gross margin (revenues in excess of content acquisition costs) has grown 
steadily since 2009, increasing by 33 percent (to $168 million) in the last year alone. 

 Both Pandora’s leadership and industry analysts agree that Pandora has “reached a 
critical mass” of listeners, and is now prepared to “monetize” its dominant market 
position in Internet radio.  

 The recent entry of both Apple and Google into the online streaming music business 
demonstrates conclusively that the current royalty regime is neither deterring entry nor 
slowing innovation. 

In summary, the facts do not support the contention that webcaster royalty rates are in any sense 
“too high.”  The primary effects of the Congressional intervention Pandora seeks would be to 
transfer wealth to Pandora’s shareholders while distorting the market and ultimately reducing 
consumer welfare. 
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I. Introduction 

Some webcasters, led by Pandora Media, argue that the royalties they pay for sound recording 
performance rights – i.e., recorded music – are too high, making it impossible for them to earn a 
profit and discouraging the growth of Internet radio.  They are lobbying Congress to pass 
legislation, known as the Internet Radio Fairness Act (IRFA), which would change the standard 
by which the Copyright Royalty Board (CRB) establishes royalties for digital recordings.1  The 
practical effect would be to reduce royalty rates, lower payments to rights holders and musicians, 
and increase webcasters’ profits.2  The effort to change the rules comes less than a year from the 
beginning of the CRB’s next ratemaking proceeding. 

Webcasters assert that the IRFA is necessary for two main reasons. They argue that current 
royalty rates result in webcasters paying out half or more of their revenues in royalties, which 
they say is “unfair,” and they claim that as a result, they are unable to earn a profit, which they 
argue is harmful to the future of Internet radio. This paper explains in detail why the webcasters’ 
arguments are incorrect, for at least the following reasons:   

1) First, there is nothing onerous or unfair about webcasters paying a high proportion of their 
revenues in royalties. Webcasters are essentially retailers, and retailers typically pay a high 
proportion of their revenues for the products they sell.   

2) Second, higher profits are not needed to promote the success of the Internet radio business:  
Pandora’s investors have already earned hundreds of millions of dollars, and there is no 
shortage of innovation or new entry – including recent entry by both Apple and Google.  In 
any case, ensuring the profitability of private businesses is not an appropriate role for 
government. 

These issues are addressed in order in sections II and III below.  Section IV presents a brief 
conclusion and summary. 

  

                                                 

1 See H.R. 6480: Internet Radio Fairness Act of 2012. 
2 For a more complete discussion of sound performance rights and the IRFA see Jeffrey A. Eisenach, “The 

Sound Recording Performance Right at a Crossroads: Will Market Rates Prevail?” (December 2012) (available at 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2184487) and Testimony of Jeffrey A. Eisenach, Ph.D.  Before 
the Subcommittee on  Intellectual Property, Competition and the Internet  Committee the Judiciary, United States 
House of Representatives (November 28, 2012) (available at 
http://judiciary.house.gov/hearings/Hearings%202012/Eisenach%2011282012.pdf). 
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II.  Pandora’s Costs are Typical for Retailers, Including Online Retailers 

Pandora’s key “proof point” for the notion that webcaster royalties need to be lowered is that it 
pays 50 percent or more of its revenues in royalties.3  While 50 percent sounds like a high 
number, Pandora never explains why it is “too high,” or what the appropriate rate ought to be. 

The biggest problem with Pandora’s “50-percent-is-too-much” argument is that, from an 
economic perspective, Pandora is essentially a retailer – that is, it packages and re-sells products 
created by others, rather than creating them itself.4   As the data below show, it is commonplace 
for firms that perform this function to pay a high proportion of their revenues for the goods they 
pass on to consumers.  

In its financial reports, Pandora reports royalty payments under the category of “cost of 
revenue,”5 a standard accounting category (also commonly referred to as the “cost of goods 
sold”) which in general refers to the direct costs of the products sold by any company, including 
both raw materials and labor, but excluding marketing, distribution costs, overhead and so forth.6   

 Pandora’s costs of goods sold are similar to those of comparable retail sectors. 

Figure 1 presents data from financial reporting firm Compustat on the costs of goods sold for 
various categories of retail business.7  As the figure shows, Pandora’s costs of goods sold are 
typical for retailers – indeed, are lower than many.  In FY 2012,8 Pandora paid 63 percent of its 
revenues for the goods it sold, the same as Internet and Catalogue Retailers (including firms like 
Expedia and Netflix) and Computer and Electronics Retailers (like Best Buy and Radio Shack). 

                                                 

3  See e.g., Testimony of Joseph Kennedy, CEO, Pandora Media,  Before the Subcommittee on  Intellectual 
Property, Competition and the Internet  Committee the Judiciary, United States House of Representatives 
(November 28, 2012) at 2 (available at 
http://judiciary.house.gov/hearings/Hearings%202012/Kennedy%2011282012.pdf); see also John Villasenor, 
“Digital Broadcast Music Royalties: The Case for a Level Playing Field,” Center for Technology Innovation at 
Brookings, 19 Issues in Technology Innovation (August 2012) 1-28 at 1; and Pandora Media, “Support the Internet 
Radio Fairness Act” (available at http://www.pandora.com/static/ads/irfa/irfa.html). 

4 In general, a retailer is a business which provides goods or services produced by others to consumers, as 
opposed to a wholesaler or manufacturer, which provide goods or services to other businesses to be used as inputs.  
Thus, for example, radio stations, cable operators and other content distributors are retailers in the sense that they 
purchase inputs (music, television programs) from others and pass them on to consumers.  

5 See Pandora Media, Inc., Form 10-K (March 18, 2013) at 54. 
6 See e.g., Sidney Davidson et al, Managerial Accounting (2nd ed.) (Dryden Press: 1985) at 900. In its most 

recent year, content costs (i.e., royalties) accounted for 86 percent of Pandora’s cost of revenue. See Pandora Media, 
Inc., Form 10-K (March 18, 2013) at 54. 

7 The retail categories shown in Figure 1 are taken from the “Industry Classifications” field in the Compustat 
database. Firms may have more than one category listed within the “Industry Classification” field. In cases where 
multiple categories are listed for a single firm, the first category listed (often designated “primary”) was retained. 
Firms classified as “Broadcasting” companies, but also designated as “Cable and Satellite,” were labeled as Cable 
and Satellite providers for the purposes of Figure 1. 

8 See Pandora Media, Inc., Form 10-K (March 18, 2013) at 54 (showing that for the fiscal year ended Jan. 31, 
2012, Pandora reported total revenues of $274,340,000, with cost of revenue totaling $171,476,000). 
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The average for Home Improvement Retailers (like Lowe’s and Home Depot) and Multiline 
Retailers (including firms like Target) was slightly higher, at 65 percent, while the average for 
Automotive Retailers was much higher (78 percent).  Broadcasters and cable and satellite firms 
are slightly lower (50 percent), which could reflect the fact that that these firms incur various 
types of costs which are not borne by webcasters like Pandora. 

Figure 1:  
Cost of Goods Sold as a Percentage of Revenues 

Major Retail Sectors vs. Pandora (FY2012) 

 
Source:  Compustat Capital-IQ.  
 
 Pandora’s costs of goods sold are comparable to those of similar firms, including online 

retailers. 

Figure 2 shows costs of goods sold as a percentage of revenues for several individual retail firms, 
including both online firms such as Netflix, 1-800 Flowers, and Overstock.com and “brick and 
mortar” firms like Lowe’s, Staples, and Wal-Mart.  Measured as a proportion of revenues, all of 
these firms pay about as much as, or more than, Pandora for the products they sell to consumers. 
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Figure 2: 
Cost of Goods Sold as a Percentage of Revenues 

Selected Retailers (FY2012) 

 
Source:  Compustat Capital-IQ. 
 

Pandora has made much of the high proportion of revenues it pays out in royalties, but as the 
figures above show, there is nothing surprising or uneconomic about a retailer passing through a 
high proportion of its gross revenues to the ultimate producers of the products it sells – indeed, at 
least two of Pandora’s major competitors, Spotify and iTunes, pay out higher proportions of their 
revenues (70 percent) in royalties than does Pandora.9  To argue, as Pandora does, that this 
statistic supports Congressional intervention in the copyright royalty setting process is a non 
sequitur. 

 

 

 

                                                 

9 See Billboard magazine (March 16, 2012).  
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III. Royalties are Not Keeping Pandora from Becoming Profitable or Deterring 
Investment in Internet Radio 

While Pandora had a profitable quarter in 2012, it has yet to earn a full-year profit measured on a 
traditional accounting basis.  IRFA supporters point to this fact as evidence that royalties are too 
high, and argue that Pandora’s lack of profitability is deterring investment in Internet radio.10 

The truth is much different: 

- Pandora’s investors have already earned hundreds of millions of dollars on their 
investments.  

- The reason the company has not earned a profit on a traditional accounting basis is not 
because of royalties, but rather because it has followed a conscious (and highly 
successful) strategy of investing in growth and market share. 

- Pandora is now telling the markets that it has achieved critical mass, is ready to 
“monetize” its “dominant” market share, and expects to break even or earn a profit this 
year. 

- The market for Internet radio is experiencing rapid entry, high levels of investment, and 
robust growth. 

 Pandora’s investors have earned handsome profits.   

Like most Internet start-up firms, Pandora was funded by venture capital funds, which put up 
millions of dollars to get Pandora off the ground in hopes of getting their money back (with 
profit) when the firm was sold or went public.  To the extent other potential investors in Internet 
radio look to Pandora as an indication of whether to invest, the question they will ask is whether 
Pandora’s investors made money.  In fact, Pandora’s investors have done extremely well.11  For 
example: 
 

                                                 

10 See e.g., Edward Black, “Congress Should Pass the Internet Radio Fairness Act,” The Hill’s Congress Blog 
(October 25, 2012) (available at http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/technology/263915-congress-should-pass-
internet-radio-fairness-act).    

11 It is important to be clear that nothing here is intended to cast aspersions on Pandora’s success.  Its investors 
took big risks and earned large profits in return.  It has won a large audience because people (including the author) 
like its product.  And the fact that it has a large market share does not necessarily imply it has monopoly power.  In 
fact, its success is attracting new entry and increased competition.  The point here is simply that Pandora’s claim that 
lower royalties are needed for it to succeed, or to attract new investment into Internet radio, does not comport with 
the facts. 
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- Walden Venture Capital invested $9 million in Pandora in March 2004.12  At the time of 
Pandora’s 2011 IPO, Larry Marcus of Walden Venture Capital owned approximately 
28.2 million shares of Pandora stock (or a 18.6 percent stake in the company),13 currently 
valued at over $425 million.14 
 

- David Sze of Silicon Valley venture capital firm Greylock Partners led an investment 
round that raised approximately $35 million for Pandora in mid-2009.15 At the time of 
Pandora’s 2011 IPO, Greylock Partners owned 21.5 million shares of Pandora stock (or a 
14.3 percent stake in the company),16 valued at $325 million.17 

 
- Company founder Tim Westergren sold shares totaling nearly $15 million between 

January 2012 and June 2013.18 
 
Such returns are precisely the signals entrepreneurs and financiers look for when deciding where 
to invest time, ingenuity, and money.  Not surprisingly, as noted below, there is no shortage of 
new investment in Internet radio. 
 
 Pandora has purposely invested in growth instead of pursuing profitability. 

Like so many Internet markets, the market for online music is subject to so-called “network 
effects” or “bandwagon effects,” meaning that the more customers you have, the more valuable 
you become.19  The first firm to achieve critical mass in such markets typically succeeds, while 
followers may be relegated to competing for smaller niches and limited audiences, or to outright 
failure. The upshot is simple:  Firms sacrifice short-run profits in order to grow market share, 
capture eyeballs, and win the race to become the dominant firm. 

                                                 

12 See Claire Cain Miller, “How Pandora Slipped Past the Junkyard,” The New York Times (March 7, 2010) 
(available at http://www.nytimes.com/2010/03/08/technology/08pandora.html). 

13  See Pandora Media, Inc., Form S-1 (February 11, 2011) at 104. 
14 See Alyson Shontell, “14 People Who Just Got Filthy Rich from the Pandora IPO,” Business Insider (June 15, 

2011) (available at http://www.businessinsider.com/pandora-executive-investor-millionaires?op=1). Valuation based 
on Pandora’s stock price as of June 13, 2013. 

15 See Chloe Albanesius, “Pandora Secures Reported $35M in Venture Capital Funds,” PC Mag (July 13, 2009) 
(available at http://appscout.pcmag.com/music-entertainment/272124-pandora-secures-reported-35m-in-venture-
capital-funds). 

16 See Pandora Media, Inc., Form S-1 (February 11, 2011) at 104. 
17 See Alyson Shontell, “14 People Who Just Got Filthy Rich from the Pandora IPO,” Business Insider (June 15, 

2011) (available at http://www.businessinsider.com/pandora-executive-investor-millionaires?op=1).  
18 See http://www.marketwatch.com/investing/stock/p/insiders?pid=78349198. 
19 See e.g., Jeffrey H. Rohlfs, Bandwagon Effects in High-Technology Industries (MIT Press, 2003); Mark 

Rysman, “The Economics of Two-Sided Markets,” Journal of Economic Perspectives 23:3 (Summer 2009) 125-
143. 
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So it has been with Pandora, which has made no bones about its willingness to lose money in 
order to achieve scale.  For example, in the SEC filing for its 2011 initial public offering (IPO), it 
said: 

Since our inception in 2000, we have incurred significant net operating losses and 
as of October 31, 2010, we had an accumulated deficit of $83.9 million. A key 
element of our strategy is to aggressively increase the number of listeners and 
listener hours to increase our market penetration.20 

The strategy of taking short term losses in order to build a large user base has been pursued by 
literally dozens of Internet companies.  Both Priceline and 1-800-Flowers.com lost money for 
four years after going public; it took Amazon six years, and many of the companies that went 
public in 2011 (like Pandora) have not yet turned profitable.21     

Pandora’s choice of business strategies was perfectly sensible – and, we now know, very 
successful:  As Pandora’s CEO Joe Kennedy recently said, Pandora is now “a de facto must-have 
for any Internet-connected device.”22  But having made a conscious choice to trade profitability 
for growth, Pandora cannot now credibly blame its lack of profitability on high royalties.23 

 Pandora has now achieved critical mass and is ready to “monetize.” 

According to Pandora’s own statements, its investments have paid off in a “dominant” market 
share, and the company is now positioned for both continued growth and to “monetize” its 
existing listener base.  For example, Pandora’s CEO recently pointed to Pandora’s eight percent 
market share in total radio listening and noted the firm is now hiring marketing staff to compete 
directly with local radio stations for advertising: 

We closed the year with a record eight percent share of total U.S. radio listening 
and record mobile monetization that cemented our leadership in mobile 
advertising…. Pandora has been hiring top talent in local radio markets to further 

                                                 

20 Pandora Media, Inc., Form S-1 (February 11, 2011) at 11 (emphasis added). 
21 See Compustat database. 
22 See Paul Bond, “Pandora Chief: We're Not Afraid of Competition From Apple,” Hollywood Reporter (January 

7, 2013) (available at http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/pandora-chief-apple-were-not-409586). 
23 See Richard Greenfield, “Congress Should be Working to Raise Royalty Rates on Pandora, Not Lower Them,” 

BTIG Research (September 24, 2012) (available at http://www.btigresearch.com/2012/09/24/congress-should-be-
working-to-raise-royalty-rates-on-pandora-not-lower-them/) (“[T]he reason why companies such as Pandora pay 
such high royalty rates as a percentage of revenues is because they severely limit audio advertising to protect the 
user experience and keep people on the platform. If Pandora ran several minutes of audio ads per hour (the way 
terrestrial radio does) vs. just a few 15 sec. spots, the % of revenues paid out as royalties would be dramatically 
lower and would be more in line with satellite radio or cable TV.  Interestingly, Spotify’s radio product runs 
substantially more advertising per hour than Pandora.”). 
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increase our share of the $15 billion radio ad market.  We are now effectively the 
largest radio station in almost every major market…. ”24 

Similarly, CFO Michael Herring has spoken at analyst conferences about Pandora’s 
“dominant” market share and the ability it provides for the firm to monetize its user base into 
higher profitability: 

IP connected music listening is a large market getting larger and we have a 
dominant market share there…. 77 percent of all Internet radio usage is through 
Pandora, that’s up from about 55 percent two years ago. 

Now that we have eight percent of radio, we really think we have the critical mass 
necessary to execute at the right level on a national scale …. We think we can 
continue to expand our user hours over time, but really the story now is about 
monetizing and optimizing that user base.25  

Pandora’s financial reports confirm it is succeeding in monetizing its audience and increasing 
profits at current royalty rates.  For example, as shown in Figure 3, Pandora’s gross margins 
(revenues in excess of content acquisition costs) have grown every year since 2009, and 
increased by 33 percent – $42 million – in the last year alone. 

                                                 

24 See “Pandora Reports Record 4Q13 & Fiscal Year 2013 Financial Results,” (March 7, 2013) (available at 
http://investor.pandora.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=227956&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=1793815&highlight=) (emphasis 
added). 

25 Presentation of Michael Herring, CFO Pandora Media, at Piper Jaffrey Technology, Media and 
Telecommunications Conference (March 13, 2013) (available at http://www.media-server.com/m/p/9br8jru5).  
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Figure 3: 
Pandora’s Gross Margins26  

 (FY 2008-2013) 

 
Source:  Pandora Media 10-Ks 

 

Pandora is also reaping the rewards of its investment in the rapidly growing mobile marketplace, 
with revenues growing substantially faster than listener hours.  According to Pandora’s May 
2013 earnings report, GAAP27 total mobile revenue for the first quarter of FY2014 grew 97 
percent year-over-year, and non-GAAP mobile revenue grew 101 percent year-over-year, 
outpacing mobile listener hour growth, which grew 47 percent year-over-year.28  The fact that 
revenues are going up faster than listener hours is crucial, since royalties are a direct function of 
the latter.  Thus, in its most recent (May 2013) earnings report, Pandora provided guidance 
indicating that it expects non-GAAP earnings per share to jump from a loss of $0.08 per share to 
between a loss of $0.02 and a profit of $0.08.29 

                                                 

26 Revenues in excess of content acquisition costs. 
27 “Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.” 
28 See “Pandora Reports Record 1Q14 Financial Results,” (May 23, 2013) (available at 

http://investor.pandora.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=227956&p=irol-newsArticle_print&ID=1823913&highlight=). 
29 Id. 
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Not surprisingly, industry analysts reacted positively.  Doug Anmuth stated that J.P. Morgan 
views Pandora “as a compelling pure-play on mobile advertising and believe[s] both 
monetization and profitability will improve over the next few quarters,”30 while Mark Mahaney 
of RBC Capital Markets upgraded his rating of Pandora to “outperform,” noting that “the BIG 
POINT here is that we believe Pandora has finally reached an inflection point in terms of both its 
Revenue Growth AND its Cost Structure.”31  

As of mid-June 2013, Pandora stock was up more than 75 percent year-to-date, rising roughly 
four times as fast as the NASDAQ index, which is up less than 20 percent in the same period. 

 There is no shortage of innovation, investment or competition in Internet radio. 

The notion that there is a shortage of investment, entry or competition in Internet radio is not 
consistent with the facts.  New firms, including established media companies and venture-backed 
startups, are entering the market, and innovation is occurring at a rapid pace.  In a December 
2012 report, analyst firm SNL Kagan described 30 “major” Internet music and radio providers, 
including ad-supported services like Pandora, Spotify, Slacker Radio, Songza and Tune-In; 
subscription-based services like Rhapsody/Napster; social-media based services like Jango, Jellie 
and Rdio; game-console services from Xbox and PlayStation; and, broadcaster-affiliated services 
like iHeartRadio (a subsidiary of ClearChannel Communications) and CBS radio.32   

In May and June 2013 respectively, Google and Apple both entered the Internet radio market 
with proprietary platforms.33 The Google Play All Access music service allows users access to 
its music library for a flat fee per month, and will come pre-installed on all new Android-based 
smartphones.34 Apple’s new streaming music service, called iTunes Radio, will debut in the fall 
as a free, ad-supported service that will attempt to leverage Apple’s hundreds of millions of 
existing iTunes customers.35 Entry is taking place among startups as well as established firms.  
For example, Daisy, a streaming radio service developed by Beats Electronics (makers of the 
popular “Dr. Dre” headphones) and backed by a $60 million investment from Access Industry’s 
Len Blavatnik, is waiting in the wings as well.36  

                                                 

30 Kevin Shalvey, “Pandora Stock Drops After Jump Despite Guidance Beat,” Investor’s Business Daily (May 
24, 2013) (available at http://news.investors.com/technology/052413-657637-pandora-media-second-quarter-
guidance-boosts-stock.htm). 

31 See Darshan Kharadi, “RBC Capital Markets LLC Upgrades Pandora Media Inc. to ‘Outperform,’” SNL 
Kagan (May 24, 2013) (available at http://www.snl.com/interactivex/article.aspx?id=17802035&KPLT=6). 

32 See SNL Kagan, Economics of Internet Radio & Music (December 2012) at 2-8. 
33 See Peter Leitzinger, “Internet radio landscape in flux as Silicon Valley moves in,” SNL Kagan (June 10, 

2013) (available at http://www.snl.com/interactivex/article.aspx?TabStates=0&id=17946611&KPLT=6). 
34 Id. iTunes Match users will be able to access iTunes Radio ad-free. See 

http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2013/06/10Apple-Announces-iTunes-Radio.html. 
35 Id. 
36 See Bishop Cheen, “Is Music Streaming Becoming a Mighty River?” SNL Kagan (May 17, 2013) (available at 

http://www.snl.com/interactivex/article.aspx?id=17746602&KPLT=6). 
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SNL Kagan noted that entry by Google, Apple and others is expected to “spur even more 
investment by advertisers into streaming radio services,”37 and Triton Digital CEO Mike 
Agovino has said that consumer trends and the rapid growth of mobile are “creating a positive 
perfect storm for the digital music space.”38  While no one can guarantee the success of any 
particular company or business model, the notion that high music royalties are preventing the 
growth of Internet radio cannot be reconciled with the facts.  As for Pandora, investors appear to 
believe its current dominance will continue:  On June 10, 2013, the day Apple announced its new 
Internet radio offering, Pandora’s stock price rose by nearly 2.5 percent.39 

IV. Conclusion 

Despite Pandora’s claims to the contrary, existing royalty rates are neither unfair, uneconomical, 
nor a barrier to the growth and success of Internet radio. Financial data from other retail firms, 
who, like Pandora, must purchase the content and products they eventually resell, demonstrate 
that Pandora’s content acquisition costs are in line with (and in many cases lower than) those of 
similarly situated commercial firms.  
 
Moreover, the argument that high royalties have prevented Pandora from achieving profitability 
is specious.  Pandora’s investors and executives have already realized hundreds of millions in 
profits.  And, by Pandora’s own admission, the firm has purposefully sacrificed short-run 
profitability in exchange for brand recognition and a wide audience.  Insiders and analysts agree 
that Pandora is now on the verge of “monetizing” its huge audience.  At the same time, new 
firms (including Apple and Google) and new business models continue to enter the market for 
Internet radio. With all this in mind, there is simply no valid public policy argument for 
Congressional intervention in the statutory copyright royalty process. 

                                                 

37 See Peter Leitzinger, “Internet Radio Landscape in Flux as Silicon Valley moves in,” SNL Kagan (June 10, 
2013) (available at http://www.snl.com/interactivex/article.aspx?TabStates=0&id=17946611&KPLT=6). 

38 See SNL Kagan, Economics of Internet Radio & Music (December 2012) at 26. 
39 See Bruce Houghton, “Pandora Stock Goes up After Apple’s iTunes Radio Announcement,” Hypberbot (June 

10, 2013) (available at http://www.hypebot.com/hypebot/2013/06/pandora-stock-goes-up-after-apples-itunes-radio-
announcement.html). 


